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The New Automatic Line

of Chambers Ranges

E present to you in this catalog the new Chambers

- • u / Automatic Gas Range, a combination of fashion, col-

' yV/ 'j or, and utility. Modern in design and equipped with

every possible labor-saving convenience, it is ranked as the most

efficient range of Today. It is a range among ranges—offering

sees the value of merchandising a superior product.

The Chambers Range was the pioneer of insulated gas ranges

and is considered at present the most perfectly insulated and eifi-

Exclusive Features

book will explain in detail, make the new Chambers Range the

slat makes cooking entirely automatic. It frees the housewife of

all watching and waiting by cuming the gas completely off at the

proper time. The Super-Insulated Oven is economical in its use

of gas because it cooks a great part of the time on retained heat.

The Chambers Thermodome, also heavily insulated, saves gas,

time and labor in top-range cooking.

The new Chambers Range is easy to keep clean because it is

all porcelain enamel and of simple construction. The manifold

pipe and all bolts are concealed from view, giving the range the

The product which gives the housewife the greatest amount

of service for the longest period of time and for the least amount

of money is the appliance which the modern woman buys and

which a merchant likes to sell.

The profit possibilities of die new Chambers Automatic Gas

Chambers Range sales but more sales of everything you sell.



These Distinguished Approvals

for Outstanding Performance

A Colorful International Award





How Chambers Helps You Sell

Powerful Sales and Advertising Aids

Khe Chambers Manufacturing Company maintains two reu

stores, one in the East and. one in the Mid-West. These stow

which sell nothing but Chambers Ranges, are operated as pro





The Chambers Range

Does More for the Homemaker
Than Any Other Single Appliance





An Amazing Experiment

with GAS RANGES

Report ofthe Applecroft Experiment Station

iostat. The Report of the Experiment is

Range B—A well-known Gas Range Concluded with This
ith Thermostatic Control. Summary:





Healthful Fresh Air Ventilation
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5000
SERIES,?,

Here we present to you the new Chamber!,

Automatic Gas Range. It is an expression of

own—super-excellent in performance and in



Model 5231-White 'flight

GENERAL DIMENSIONS











Miscellaneous Equipment

Keys to Letters and Numbers Used

on Chambers Ranges



Telegraphic Code of Business

Terms Frequently Used



Autostat Parts for 5000





Parts for 5000 Series R;

,
and Color of Range.







The models of the Chambers Automatic Gas

Range shown on the following pages are de-

signed especially for very small and very large











What Dealers Think of Chambers Ranges

hid the six monchs’ scrike with all of dure/thousand peopleout of work, Mid I regrec






